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Installation guidelines:

Caution!
The device must be installed by qualified personnel only!
Follow the connection schematic!
Do not use the device for other than the meant purposes!
Do not place heat emitting devices in proximity!
When the device will not be used for a long period of time, disconnect the power connector!
Protect the device from mechanical damage!
When cleaning the device, beware of water entering from the power connector!
When installing DO NOT USE larger screws than the screws enclosed with the device!
Before installing, make sure to read carefully this manual. If the device is not installed correctly, 
it is possible for a electrical installation damage or injury to occur.

Connection diagram

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10

1Blue                     - Ground
2. NC
3. Orange          -sensor input 1 - addit
4. Violet                  - +12В power for 
                                  the remote display
5. Black                 -     remote display
                                        control
6. White                -    clear  from the 
                                remote control unit
7. Broun               -pause from the 
                                remote control unit
8. Gray              - sensor input 1-inside
9. Green              - sensor input 2
10. Red               - +12V power

Remote display

White     - Groung  - 1 pin   TripX
Broun     - +12В     - 10 pin  TripX
Green    - Data       - 5 pin   TripX

It is advisable for the power supply to come directly from the battery, before the ignition key.
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*

For vehicles with built-in sensor is used only pin 8  (gray)

   When installing additional sensors (inductive) with pin 8 (gray) must be connected and 
pin 3  (orange)

If not completed no guarantee normal operation.
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2. Inclusion
    Hold on b0 button for a second until you see the logo and relax.
While displaying the logo goes diagnostics BLUETOOTH and GSM modules and then displays 
the main menu.

3 Work with main menu
After the appearance of the main menu, you can choose whether to use the device in one of its 
modes of operation or make changes in the general settings.
 
Motion menus use button b4 and b9. Confirmation - button b11.
Main  menu: 
    - Trip Master - The device works like a standard TRIP COMPUTER, but with addition 
rational functions;
    - Dakar - TRIP COMPUTER requirements and functions for use in competitions such as the 
    - Lost - mode specifically for competitions like "Finding a point." Finding the coordinates of 
the point set azimuth and distance to it. Accordingly, finding the azimuth and the distance if 
they are given the coordinates. Directional arrow guides you all the time to the point that has 
been set;

4.Settings - basic settings that apply to the device itself and for most modes of operation;
1. Change PIN (Personal Identification Number) - This is the PIN code and address of the 
wireless module that reads information from the device and through which the data is uploaded 
respectively to the form of work "Dakar". It is desirable to set the starting number. / Sentences 
are misplaced  /
2. Change time zone - set the time zone in which the competition is being held to set the time 
zone of the start of the race.
3. Change language - Select the language of menus;
4. Sound buttons - ability to set the beep when you press the buttons.
5. Inverse - sets a mode display - normal or inverse;
6. Return - Return to the main menu;

5. Trip master 
- Calibration
     You can make two separate calibrations or set one's own calibration.
     The three calibrations are absolutely independent of each other. Each of them supports up 
to two sensors at the same time (It may be attached only one).).
The device can be put into operation mode if there is at least one calibration at least one 
sensor! Even if using a GPS module for measuring a distance, it should have at least one 
calibration!
1. Calibration 1/2 - When you enter the calibration 1 or 2 (two calibrations are completely 
identical) after pressing the Start - button b3, movement began reporting pulses from sensors. 
Upon reaching the end of the calibration segment starting from the regime or Output (button 
b6), or stop otitis with Stop (button b4). If for some reason are considered sinful impulses - can 
be reset by pressing b10. When exiting the calibration - reported impulses are automatically 
stored in non-volatile memory. When output with zero report, the device warns that calibration 
is zero!
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2. Self Calibration - In this mode the user can set their own calibration data for both sensors.
   With Button b3 shall be elected sensor, which will be set calibration. (The selected sensor is 
displayed on a dark background).
   With button b2 shall be set by how the momentum will increase or decrease the number. (On 
display through-fed X1, X10, X100, H1000, H10000 after each click.)
   With button b4 is increased by the specified number, and a button b9 reduced.
   Exit and recording of change from Own calibration use button b6.    
3. Exit - Exit the main menu Trip master mode

   OPERATION
     In operation always are written general and interim data (driving distance, time and speed, 
respectively medium and instantaneous) whether used sensors or GPS module for reporting 
the distance traveled. The locations of the displayed data can be exchanged. In the upper left 
corner of each block is written which data are reported in it - general or intermediate.
   At startup mode OPERATION are displayed general and data gaps. Intermediate been reset 
and total depending on the specified settings are reset or written last reported
values. 
   Pressing b10 reset interim statements and in detention for more than three seconds to reset 
the overall results.
   ATTENTION!
   In carrying out this operation to reset all Reset all data- traveled distance, elapsed 
time, as well as intermediate and general indications.
   Button b2 – it's change the current calibration number. 
   Button b3 – it's changes the active sensor that works (If you have made only one calibration 
sensor - pressing this button will not lead to any change !!!).
   Button b5 – Changes the locations of general and interim statements. 
   Button b7 - changing the total distance.
   Button b8 – It's selects another calibration of the current sensor (button is active only if for  
the current sensor has made more than one calibration. Otherwise, pressing it will not lead to a 
result).
   Button b9 –It's changes the operating mode  to an increase in the reduction of road traveled 
(total and subscores change). Returns to increase use button b4.
   Pressing the button b11 for more than three seconds activates the pause mode. In this mode 
the movement of the car does not change distance (total and intermediate). The weather 
continues to be reported and average speed will change. Getting out of this mode is done by 
re-hold the button for more than 3 seconds.  The short-press of button b11 change detection 
means of distance - reporting by sensors or GPS reporting. Reporting GPS is only if he is 
ACTIVATED.
   Button b1 - this button activates the mode COMPASS (must be enabled GPS module!). In 
compass mode to visualize GPS data (latitude and longitude, course to ground to ground 
speed and number of current satellites at the moment). In the absence of signal from the 
satellites or bad and invalid signal in place of the data is written that the GPS signal is invalid. 
When faulty GPS Module, the device prompts you to contact the manufacturer.
   ATTENTION! When the distance is recorded with GPS module in a bad signal and less than 
6 – satellites can give error (over distance) reporting.
This is due to the specifics of calculating the distance from point to point. In weak signal 
coordinates are changing and the unit reported shift from the point and changing the distance. 
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   In this mode may be sought "azimuths" (point a set distance and angle to it from your current 
position).
    With Button b2 shall set the distance and angle to the point sought, buttons b3 shall call a 
list of pre-recorded points. Upon confirmation demand compass needle rotates in the direction 
sought point and throughout it the "tracks". Below it appears the remaining distance to the 
desired point (straight line). The point can be checked by button b4.
    You can delete your data by button b9 (set wrong data or incorrect current position to which 
are assigned the requested data).
    Return to the desktop taking into account general and became interim results with brief 
touch of a button (which button).
    Exit in menu TRIP mode by pressing the button b6 and its confirmation button b11  

    SETTINGS
    Selection of accuracy - Select the accuracy of the readings for distance - 1 or 10 meters. 
(Ie whether to have two (000.00) or three (000.000) decimal.)
    Old meters - at an exit Operation of Trip master remember whether total distance, or each 
time starting from zero.
    Record track - Whether to record trace (TRACK) movement.
-It Deletes traces - deletion of old monitors it after due verification.
    GSM module. When using GSM module for tracking the race in real time, set the mode and 
the time interval over which to transmit the location of the device and the competitor.
    Back - exit to the main menu Trip master. 

   AZIMUTH
   When you log in with leaves azimuths, the device asks whether to delete till now introduced 
points, or retain them and continue.
   Button b4 - it deletes the previous entry points (recommended to be deleted when you use at 
the first time to format the memory).
   Button b9 - it retains previous entry points, then the operator can proceed with the 
introduction.
   In both choices you enter the menu for the introduction of new items. The choice is between:
   Button b10 - deletes the last point entered (if not put at least one point-pressing it does not 
change anything);
   Button b4 - introduces a new point; The distances to the point introduced by buttons b0 to b9 
(marker is rotating). Confirmation is done by pressing b10.
   Minimum distance which can be set is 51 meters. When you try to confirm less than this 
distance, the entered number is reset and reposition the marker at the beginning of introducing 
distance.
   After confirmation of the distance, the marker is positioned to introduce an angle to the given 
point. The introduction of the angle must be confirmed with b11. If it is introduced an angle 
greater than 359 degrees, similarly will reset the entered number and the tag will return again 
to set an angle to the point.
   The list of input points can be used only in TRIP mode!
   Button b9 - output. With the exit of the current mode are recorded changes (new or erased 
old points);
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   5. Lost
   When you start operation LOST, must be erased all lists! Memory search of points in TRIP 
mode and mode LOST is common, but the manner of recording points in the memory is 
different and this will lead to false  results.    
   Find point
   In this mode, you can search a single point. Point is set and selected by:
   Button b4 –it inputs geographical coordinate (latitude and longitude)
or button b9- it inputs the  distance to the point and angle.
   Button b11 - Output mode.
   Independently  the mode of   input  after the set point demand, compass turns to it and it's 
pointing at all the time until it finds the mark.
   During this time data are calculated, and regardless of the route of administration, they are 
displayed.
   Under compass also displays the angle from the current position to the required point (no 
angle to the north, which showed the compass before entering the point of demand).
   The arrow is pointing demand point and it's remaining distance to it. If the requested  point 
be passed' the distance in the arrow begins to increase. This is a sign that the point is passed 
over.
   Entering point-input mode item in a list. The point can be set with geographic coordinates b4 
or distance and angle b9.
   ATTENTION! If the position is set by the geographical coordinates of the point position is 
absolute, if it is defined by distance and angle coordinates will change at the start of the 
searching  to the current location of the device!  
   After entering data information must be confirmed by pressing b11.
   If the introduction of the points is completed by b6 button you can exit the current menu. 
Again using buttons or b9 b4 you enter a new point by repeating the previous steps.
   View list
    Entered points can be displayed sorted by name, distance or angle.
After selecting the arrangement, information points are recalculated at the moment compared 
to the current location of the device. At various points classification may be different!
   Upon entry into any of the lists can be selected item (which was not "checked") by b11 button 
and start demand.
   The unit enters the search mode, but you can select a point as found ("checked") by button 
b11. If you exit through button b6, the point will remain as undetected.
   When you pass the point of less than preset settings off, the device selects as found, 
"checks" it, automatically.    
   Settings
Set the distance after the passage of which, demand point is automatically taken note of 
(check)
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